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Presentation Notes
Introduction Eva  Solution Architect at Serrala supporting the 02C cycle with main focus on collections / disputes and credit risk management. Serala develops end-to-end finance value chain automation both on premise and in the cloud. Previously worked in the 02C arena for 20 years, specializing in collections, credit risk analytics and collateral management.   Introduction Marcel25 years of international experience building financial platforms within the area of Cash Management, Trade Finance and International Payments.Currently managing independent consultancy firm called Proferus, specializing in these areas. Responsible for the implementation of a product called Trafinas as developed by Conpend. Trafinas is a fully automated sanction and compliance screening tool explicitly developed for trade finance. 



Agenda

What are the main Business drivers to adapt to AI?

What are AI adaptation challenges? 

What are the benefits of AI Technology?

What AI Technologies do already exist in Finance? 

Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eva explaining the AgendaSo today we will be speaking a little around Automation in the O2C and risk & compliance areas with the main focus on AI. The main points we would like to address are...What is AI and what are the main Business drivers to adapt to AI?What are AI adaptation challenges? What are the benefits of AI Technology?AI Technologies examples that show how it helps corporates in their day to day business. Due to the short presentation, we would like to ask you to address any questions at the Q&A session at the end of our presentation. 



 A business-need to handle higher volumes of complex 
risk-management inquiries

 Increase of internal and external risk and         
compliance regulations 

 To reduce IT-infrastructure complexity 

What are the main Business drivers to adapt to AI?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARCELSo, what is A.I. in the first place?In my opinion… Artificial intelligence or A.I. is technology that makes it possible for machines to learn from experience and perform human-like tasks. It is a (semi) automated decision-making process - configured conform Business requirements. So what are the main Business drivers to adapt to AI?1: A Business-need to handle higher volumes and more complex data.In other words, Business should have a lead role in defining the A.I. configuration.2: Increase of internal and external risk and compliance regulationsRegulation is not only becoming more complex but, also the speed of implementing new rules and Regulation becomes more and more challenging. A.I. can bring huge added value in this decision-making process.3: To reduce IT-infrastructure complexityA.I. is a -technical solution- to reduce complexity and the need to enhance audit trails. Question: Who believe the first option is most important – please raise handsWho believe the second option is most important – please raise handsWho believe the third option is most important – please raise handsIn our opinion they are all equally important! 



Are you hesitating to take the first step towards 
an “Artificial Intelligence” driven infrastructure? 

You are not alone…
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EVASo despite the importance of these business drivers, why are so many companies hesitating to adapt to AI technologies? Well perceived roadblocks that are currently mentioned in various industries are things such as:How do I retain process control? What does this mean for my FTE’s?Is it scalable/sustainable investment? How do I know?How long will it take to adapt and where do I start?And most importantly would early adaptation bring any benefits? And we think these are all legitimate concerns. 



Is there lack of visibility about AI 
possibilities in the Corporate World? 
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MARCELWith AI, Machine Learning and other new technologies mentioned everywhere, it is not easy to ignore these subjects but neither simple to understand them. With fast developments in these areas, it can be hard to understand how all these technologies are supposed to benefit the organization. There are different opinions about functionalities, best practice and risks involved.  And then of course what is new now, may be seen as a commodity tomorrow, especially with the increased demands for change in regulations and, the need for more sophisticated ways to look at complex data. This tends to create a lack of visibility, and as a result, there are plenty of companies who therefore hesitate to adapt to AI. It seems safer to sit on the fence and wait for the growing pains to be eliminated before investing in such game-changing technologies.



Only 9% says processes 
are fully automated, 
which explains why 
change and adaptation is 
a top priority

26% say Order to Cash and Risk Management is the greatest priority, but 
modernisation is needed everywhere

In 5 years the finance function will be:
58% More Important

29% Drastically more Important
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EVABut is it sensible to sit on the fence? A survey recently conducted by Serrala demonstrates that 87% of companies believe that the finance function will be more or drastically more important within 5 years. 26% of companies indicated that O2C and Risk Management are the greatest priority in the finance value chain. Only 9 % however has actually adopted fully automated O2C, Risk&Compliance processes, this indicated that modernization of the end to end processes seems a high priority. So with this in mind and, the increasing demand for regulatory controls and compliance checks, it makes sense to explore available AI technologies a little more….. So Marcel, can you tell us some more about the benefits of integrating AI technologies?   



How is AI changing the Finance Landscape     
and how could it benefit your Organization?  

Finance - Risk – Compliance 

Presenter
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MARCELWell a few key benefits of considering AI integration are: -    It will support your process control not take it over. Compliance and regulations continuously change and will need to be met quicker, more accurately and need to be captured consistently. -    It shifts workload & control from IT towards Risk and Compliance teams, and not vice versa. -    Individual country regulations will become more accessible to comply with preventing closures of business.Broadening of scope by focusing on the essential processes, which create forward-looking opportunities. It has been proven that AI technologies provides more efficiency, transparency and visibility to Risk & Compliance management. EVA I believe this is correct Marcel. Let me give you an example. At Serrala we have developed a product called “Smart-Eye”, which uses AI & ML to process payment receipts automatically based on bank statement and remittance information provided. Even if this information is only partially available or the remittance advise is missing, “Smart-Eye” can still recommend posting proposals by correctly identifying the limited data that is available. And even if there are deductions, due to the integrated AI/ML features, Smart-eye can identify the type of deduction and knows what to do with a specific type of deduction.   This automated posting process translates matching rate of 90% or more on a day to day basis. This is often significantly higher than when done manually and of course helps reduce DSO, improve the Working Capital position and increase cash visibility. Consequently this reduces Collections efforts, Write off Risks, and ultimately Bad Debt Risks. So it evident that automating one part of the O2C cycle can already have a positive impact on the overall O2C cycle.  Just imagine what end-to-end O2C automation and AI integration could mean for the business; the amount of manual efforts would significantly reduce, visibility would improve and thus faster and smarter business decisions can be made more efficiently. From our point it is evident that those companies who have invested in AI technology have less process cost but improved process ownership, which allows them to reassess their business strategies faster and more efficiently. MARCELAs another example, I would like to tell something about “Trafinas”, a product we developed. So what does “Trafinas” do? -    Trafinas is a solution designed specifically for the automated processing of Trade Finance transactions.  -    Within Trade 97% of all transactions are paper-based making current processes error-prone and time-consuming.-    The product we developed enables the complete digitalization of paper documents using optical character recognition and user supervised machine learning.-    By using artificial intelligence and machine learning, we empower the business to operate and maintain the system independently. The system filters data for Anti-money laundering, Terrorist Financing and KYC.-    Trafinas provides complete audit trails of data in one central place which enables the business to answer any queries coming from regulators at any moment in time. -    By making use of user supervised machine learning, we enable business to monitor Credit -, Market -, Enterprise - & Operational Risk.-    This allows our clients adapting to new Rules, Regulations and Policies from regulators in increased, faster changing environment. EvaThanks Marcel. So I think what the core message about AI in the corporate environment is that;AI is a mechanism to handle complex information, where you rely on data which is obtained from different sources. It is impossible for a risk manager to handle the data without the appropriate tools and processes. The future of risk & compliance management therefore lies with AI, supporting a continuously changing environment resulting in more complexities. MarcelSo we can conclude that; AI is “THE” enabler for further professionalising Risk & Compliance Management and therefore adaption should definitely be embraced”.



Q&A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EVAAlthough the world of AI technologies is a vast one and we have only touched upon this high level, in the O2C and Risk&Compliance areas, we are still curious to know who in the audience has already adapted to AI technologies in their Business? Can you please raise your hands if you have already integrated AI features?  Identify a person in the audience: 	Please can you elaborate on your experience? 	How do you think further AI developments could benefit your organization? Identify a second person in the audience: 	Please can you elaborate on your experience? 	Has it had any impact to your Operations?	Are there any other questions in relation to this subject?
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Slide 3 (5 minutes)

 What is AI?
 What are the main drivers for AI in Business?  

Slide 5 (5 minutes) 
 Fast moving technological developments

 New now, commodity tomorrow (new compliance 

standards). Many platforms to chose from. 

 AI drives supports to more complex developments in 

the future of risk/compliance management. 

 Enables for further professionalizing Risk Management 

(People fear Change should Embrace) 

Slide 7 (c. 10 minutes)

 Positive Developments of AI in finance.

 How can it support the finance infrastructure

 Believe in future developments to improve the way 
you work and become more effective.

 Provided brief examples from our own areas of 
business. 

Slide 6 (c. 5 minutes)

 Speak a little around some statistics

 Show why important to consider automation incl. AI 

 Bring positive twist to bring benefits (slide 7)
Slide 4 (5 minutes) 

 The hesitation factors of adjusting to AI technology

 What happens if we do not adapt in time? 

Slide 1 & 2 – Introduction/Agenda  (5 minutes) 

Slide 8 – Q&A (10 minutes) 
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